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Shadows Edge Psychic Detective Mysteries

A guide to programs currently available on video in the areas of movies/entertainment, general interest/education, sports/recreation, fine arts, health/science, business/industry,
children/juvenile, how-to/instruction.
From classroom aids to corporate training programs, technical resources to self-help guides, children's features to documentaries, theatrical releases to straight-to-video movies, The Video
Source Book continues its comprehensive coverage of the wide universe of video offerings with more than 130,000 complete program listings, encompassing more than 160,000 videos. All
listings are arranged alphabetically by title. Each entry provides a description of the program and information on obtaining the title. Six indexes -- alternate title, subject, credits, awards, special
formats and program distributors -- help speed research.
Traditional Chinese edition of a science fiction Midnight Robber. Tan Tan and her family ran away to the planet of Toussaint after her father committed a crime. But now she is forced to be a
Robber Queen! In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Ways to Live Forever. This eleven-year old boy with leukemia knows how to keep his memory alive when he knows his time on earth is limited. An ALA Notable
Childrens Books in 2009, this touching and inspiring story will help Sam live forever. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Arthur Conan Doyle had a longstanding interest in mystical subjects and remained fascinated by the paranormal. At the height of the Great War a change came over his beliefs. The deaths he
saw around him made him rationalize that spiritualism was a "New Revelation" sent by God to bring solace to the bereaved. Doyle found solace supporting spiritualism and its attempts to find
proof of existence beyond the grave. He wrote many books and papers on the subject: The New Revelation The Vital Message The Wanderings of a Spiritualist The Coming of the Fairies The
History of Spiritualism Pheneas Speaks The Spiritualist's Reader The Edge of the Unknown Stranger Than Fiction Fairies Photographed The Mediumship of Florence Cook The Houdini
Enigma The Uncharted Coast The Law of the Ghost A New Light on Old Crimes The Shadows on the Screen An Old Story Retold The Absolute Proof A Worker of Wonders Memories and
Adventures: An Autobiography Arthur Conan Doyle (1859-1930) was a British writer best known for his detective fiction featuring the character Sherlock Holmes. The Sherlock Holmes stories
are generally considered milestones in the field of crime fiction. Doyle is also known for writing the fictional adventures of Professor Challenger and for propagating the mystery of the Mary
Celeste. He was a prolific writer whose other works include fantasy and science fiction stories, plays, romances, poetry, non-fiction and historical novels.
The nation and the world gaze in awe at Chicago's magnificent "White City" in this summer of 1893. But Inspector Alastair Ransom sees the rot beneath the splendor of the great
Exposition—and he is consumed with an over-powering need for vengeance. "The Phantom of the Fair," a blood-thirsty fiend who nearly added Ransom to his ever-growing list of slaughtered
victims, is still lurking somewhere in the shadows of Ferris's gargantuan Wheel. And to end the maniac's reign, Ransom refuses to play by the rules established by the police brass and the
corrupt politicians—appointing himself judge, jury . . . and executioner. But white-hot hatred and zealous fury can blind a determined manhunter to a more terrible truth. And dangerous missteps
may lead to even greater bloodshed . . .
New York Times–Bestselling Author: An FBI agent deals with a teenager’s death and a terrorist threat in one of Suspense Magazine’s Best Novels of the Year. It’s a vicious, horrific crime: the brutal killing of
a teenaged girl. When Pittsburgh detectives call FBI Supervisory Special Agent Lucy Guardino to the scene, their focus is on who—and why. Was it the girl’s Afghan father striving to regain his honor after she
became too Westernized? Her Jewish boyfriend? Someone from Afghanistan settling an old grudge? Or one of the many drug cartels the father helped the DEA bring down seeking revenge? The answers
seem clear when Pittsburgh becomes engulfed in flames as a violent narcoterrorist turns the city into a kill zone. But in the dark of night, surrounded by men intent on destroying the truth, Lucy learns that
secrets hide in shadows… Praise for Snake Skin: “Very well researched with most details spot on. It is a compelling story. The characters were real, to the point of reminding me of an agent who was every bit
as dedicated, smart, and fearless as Lucy Guardino. I highly recommend it.” —Mark B. Lewis, Former FBI Special Agent Praise for CJ Lyons and her Thrillers with Heart: “Everything a great thriller should
be—action packed, authentic, and intense.” — Lee Child, #1 New York Times–bestselling author of the Jack Reacher novels “Compelling . . . I love how the characters come alive on every page.” —Jeffery
Deaver, New York Times–bestselling author of The Never Game “A pulse-pounding adrenaline rush.” —Lisa Gardner, #1 New York Times–bestselling author of Before She Disappeared “Breathtakingly fastpaced.” —Publishers Weekly
Liam Baker can see things. Dead people like to visit him and tell them how they were wronged. Some might call it a gift, other’s a curse. But either way this ability makes him useful to Los Angeles homicide
detective Kimball Thompson. Some madman is slitting the throats of young male prostitutes and then dumping their bodies in the desert with vague clues of pink feathers and the number five. Usually Liam
can talk to the spirits of the dead. But someone is blocking him. Someone is taunting him. The case is rapidly deteriorating into a violent, psychic pissing contest and Liam can’t see far enough ahead to figure
out who wins or who dies.
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In Book Two, Psychic Liam Baker and Detective Kimball Thompson have embarked on a romantic relationship after battling the deadly and powerful psychic, Steven Pine months ago. They ended his brutal
killing spree of young male prostitutes, and he’s safely in jail. But when someone starts murdering young college girls, some disturbing clues seem to lead back to Steven Pine. But he’s locked up and
awaiting trial. There’s no possible way he could be involved in the new murders. Yet Liam can’t shake the chilling feeling that Pine has somehow figured out a way to reach out from his jail cell to continue
murdering innocent victims.
An FBI agent must pick up the pieces of her life as she helps a woman receiving death threats in this thriller by the bestselling author of After Shock. There comes a time in every hero’s life when they fall
harder and farther than ever before and they face a choice that changes everything: to give up or claw their way back again. Lucy thought she’d made her choice two months ago when she sacrificed
everything to save her family, but now she has to decide whether or not she can save herself... When honor, duty, and family collide . . . who would you save? Hard Fall is the fifth novel in the Lucy Guardino
FBI Thrillers series. If you enjoy captivating suspense, intelligent storytelling, strong and vulnerable characters, and a freight-train pace, then you'll love this adrenaline rush of a heart-pounding thriller. Praise
for the Beacon Falls novels “Combine Dirty Harry with a loving wife and mother and you might end up with Lucy Guardino. Fans of Lyons’ hospital-set series will love the change of setting and thrilling pace. .
. . You won’t be able to put this one down.” —RT Book Reviews on Snake Skin “An action packed thriller from page one! An amazing fast paced story with characters that jump off the page and capture your
heart. A must read!” —My Book Addiction on Blood Stained
EVIL LIKE ME Inspired by true events Classified paranormal research and an inconceivable bid for global dominance become an electrifying struggle between world powers and one man. In 1970, based on
extensive U.S. intelligence that the Soviet Union has developed psychic-weapons, the U.S. Government launched their own research into psychic-weaponry in a high-profile, public manner. By 1995, the U.S.
Remote Viewer Program was abandoned and files declassified. But many believe the CIA simply took the psychic-weapons program underground. Decades later, when bizarre brain lesions are the only link
in a string of Memphis murders, covert government operatives descend upon the city. Did the Feds come to help local law enforcement, or did they come to contain a problem and keep their top secret
program on track? Homicide Detective Tony Wilcox listens to his gut. It doesn't take long before he knows he must find Hunter Keller, the only eyewitness to all unsolved murders, before the Feds. When
Wilcox and the Memphis Medical Examiner Dr. Victoria Petty uncover shocking deceptions that go all the way to the U.S. Attorney General, they make it their mission to stop the monstrous threat. Can Wilcox
and Petty find Keller in time? Does Hunter Keller hold the secret that will stop the killing, and more? Or will a new and unstoppable weapon of mass destruction be unleashed upon the world?
This is a critical study of the great British man of letters G.K. Chesterton, devoted to the novels, stories and essays that explore the darker fringes of his wild imagination. "Everything is different in the dark,"
wrote Chesterton; "perhaps you don't know how terrible a truth that is." Chesterton's use of the theme of "gargoyles" provides the thematic structure of the book. It covers the detective stories of Father Brown
and others, the locked rooms and miracle crimes in his writing, his status as a science fiction writer, and the riddles and paradoxes of three works--Job, The Man Who Was Thursday, and the play The
Surprise. This volume also includes an interlude about Chesterton and Jorge Luis Borges and a robust appendix including interviews about the formation of Ignatius Press's Collected Chesterton.
A suspenseful, tongue-in-cheek adventure inspired by Bigfoot mythology traces the experiences of a hairy monster that stalks its woodland home and wreaks bloody havoc on unsuspecting campers in its
quest for apocalyptic destruction. By the co-author of It's in the Book, Bob! 50,000 first printing.

f I could have put off meeting Thompson’s family forever, I would have. But he made it crystal clear it was important to him, and I got the feeling if I blew it off again, I’d lose him. So, like a
good boyfriend, I accompanied him to the rustic city of Big Bear, hoping for the best. I expected awkward moments, and funny looks from his family. What I didn’t see coming was having to
hang out with his perfect ex-lover, Alexander, and for dead bodies to start piling up. Working and living together, Thompson and I formed a bond I didn’t think could be broken. But when he
starts doubting my abilities, and pulling away, simply because he doesn’t like what I’m saying, I start to realize maybe we were never as tight as I’d thought. Thompson needs to decide if he
wants to protect the past, more than he wants to join me in the future. He thinks I’m just scared of commitment, and so I’m causing trouble. But the reality is, Thompson is the person with one
foot out the door. This 50,000+ MM romance Mystery is the THIRD book in my Psychic Detective Mysteries Series. You will want to read book one Shadow's Edge and book two Shadow's
Return first for optimal enjoyment.
A serial killer’s daughter uncovers a disturbingly familiar pattern of murder in the New York Times bestselling author’s medical thriller. Morgan Ames never expected to survive when she
threw herself and her serial killer father off a cliff. She was fine with that—as long as it stopped his killing spree. But after waking up from a coma, she finds herself in a nightmare worse than
her father’s sadistic tortures: she’s trapped in the Pediatric unit at Angels of Hope Rehab Center. Since the authorities know Morgan is only fifteen, she’s been made a ward of the hospital
until the legal system figures out what to do with her. Fighting for her freedom should be her first priority. But her father wasn’t the only serial killer on the loose. Someone is preying on the
innocent children of Angels and their families. And only Morgan has what it takes to put a stop to it . . . even if it means sacrificing her own second chance at life.
In this thriller by the New York Times–bestselling author of Open Grave, a soccer mom and ex-FBI agent must clear a runaway girl of murder. She’s been on the run for almost half her life.
Hiding from the law after a thoughtless act of juvenile delinquency goes horribly wrong. “Gone dark” was what they called it, falling so far off the grid, going so deep underground, no one
could tie you to your old life. Forget who you are, what you were, where you came from . . . The world has changed since then, has forgiven her crime, has almost forgotten her . . . can Lucy
find her to let her know she’s free to reclaim her life before she makes another mistake? One that will destroy her life forever. If she leaves the dark, can she survive the light of day? Or is she
simply making herself an easy target for an implacable enemy who never forgets or forgives? Gone Dark is the tenth Lucy Guardino novel, but they can be read out of order. If you enjoy
captivating suspense, intelligent storytelling, strong and vulnerable characters, and a freight-train pace, then you'll love this adrenaline rush of a heart-pounding thriller from “a master of the
genre” (Pittsburgh Magazine). Praise for the Beacon Falls novels “Combine Dirty Harry with a loving wife and mother and you might end up with Lucy Guardino. Fans of Lyons’ hospital-set
series will love the change of setting and thrilling pace. . . . You won’t be able to put this one down.” —RT Book Reviews on Snake Skin “An action packed thriller from page one! An amazing
fast paced story with characters that jump off the page and capture your heart. A must read!” —My Book Addiction on Blood Stained
Containing the most extensive listing of movies available on video and a multitude of cross-referencing within its 10 primary indexes, this new edition includes 1,000 new movies (23,000 in all),
expanded indexing, a fresh new introduction and more of the beloved categories.
An FBI agent must return to a traumatic case to protect her family and stop a killer in this small-town Pennsylvania thriller. Ever since she fatally disobeyed orders, Supervisory Special Agent
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Lucy Guardino has been chained to her desk. But now a mysterious letter has arrived, hinting that a case she closed four years ago pinned a string of rapes and killings on the wrong man.
Lucy jumps at the chance to re-open the case—despite orders to leave well enough alone. Her unofficial investigation takes her back to the small town where a killer took his own life along with
one final victim—a mother who left behind a grieving husband and son. Could those dramatic events have all been orchestrated to protect the real killer? Now, with the lives of her own family at
risk and a desperate boy out for vigilante justice, Lucy must race to uncover the truth.
A former FBI agent must save her husband from a killer in the Idaho mountains in this thriller by the New York Times bestselling author. As an FBI Special Agent, Lucy Guardino faced horrors
of all kinds. But now she must face turning forty. Her birthday features black balloons, gag gifts, and a visit to her surgeon who isn’t happy with the way her leg has healed. Then she finds a
missed message from an old friend, a sheriff in a remote region of Idaho’s Bitterroot mountains, who needs her help. Lucy calls back only to learn he’s missing, presumed dead. Was it an
accident? Suicide? Murder? The grieving widow and stunned community have no answers. Now Lucy and her husband Nick are heading into the wilderness to solve the mystery. But when
Nick ends up in a killer’s crosshairs, will Lucy still have what it takes to save the day?
??·???????????(?)????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of Fallen - a youth romance of a supernatural sort. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Adoration of Jenna Fox, a teen science fiction about a 17 year-old girl waking up from a coma finding herself unrecognizable, living in a mysterious environment. The story
blends medical ethics and suspense. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
????,?????,????????????,?????????????????????——?????,?????????,??????????????????,???????????,??????????????,??????????????????????????????????????,???????????????????......
The Epic Sci-Fi Fantasy, Tales Of Nevaeh, continues. Across the sea, the sorcerers known as the Dark Masters launch a fleet of ships with tens of thousands of warriors. In Nevaeh, charged with an epic
journey, Areenna and Mikaal must travel to the desolate Frozen Mountains armed only with their psychic abilities, swords, and Areenna's bow. In this unchartered dangerous region, they must discover not
just the legends, but the millennia old secret awaiting them in their fight to save Nevaeh from extermination. The Dark Masters is the second book in the Tales of Nevaeh series. A mix between Shannara
Chronicles by Terry Brooks and The Hundred Series by Kass Morgan, The Dark Masters combines futuristic dystopian societies ruled by sword & sorcery and metaphysical elements with science fiction.
Teens, young adults, and adults alike will love this fantasy book series. —"An exhilarating, magical journey of constant twists and turns." Effrosyni Moschoudi, Lady Of The Pier Trilogy —"If you enjoyed Volume
I, you will love The Dark Masters!" Nicholas C. Rossis Author of The Pearseus Series —"Author David Wind conjures another edge-of-your-seat fantasy thriller in The Dark Masters, the second installment in
The Tales of Nevaeh series." Author Lisa Verge Higgins —"A brilliant escape from reality... into a brilliantly designed world..." ByPelican Freak (AMZ TOP 1000 REVIEWER) —"Better than the first." Wiggins
Reviews
This carefully crafted ebook: "90+ Spy Thrillers, Murder Mysteries & Detective Stories (Illustrated)" is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents: The Crimson Blind The
Cardinal Moth The Corner House The Ends of Justice The House of Schemers The Lord of the Manor The Slave of Silence The Yellow Face The Nether Millstone The Midnight Guest A Fatal Dose The Five
Knots The Edge of the Sword The Lonely Bride Craven Fortune The Law of the Land The Mystery of the Four Fingers A Golden Argosy By Order of the League A Daughter of Israel Tregarthen's Wife
Blackmail The Weight of the Crown A Shadowed Love The Sundial Netta A Queen of the Stage The Scales of Justice A Crime on Canvas The Golden Rose Paul Quentin A Front of Brass Hard Pressed The
White Glove A Mummer's Throne The Secret of the Sands The Man Called Gilray The House of Mammon A Royal Wrong A Secret Service The Sentence of the Court Powers of Darkness The Mystery of the
Ravenspurs The Day Ambition's Slave The Salt of the Earth The Lady in Blue The Case for the Crown The Wings of Victory The Leopard's Spots The Honour of His House The Man who was Two The
Mystery of Room 75 The Councillors of Falconhoe The Mystery of Crocksands The Turn of the Tide The Green Bungalow The Devil's Advocate The Golden Bat The Price of Silence The House on the River
The Shadow of the Dead Hand The King Diamond The Riddle of the Rail The Grey Woman Queen of Hearts On The Night Express The Phantom Car A Clue in Wax Found Dead The Man Who Knew A
Broken Memory Secret of the River The Blue Daffodil The Master Criminal (True Crime Tales) The Romance of the Secret Service Fund… Frederick White (1859–1935), mostly known for mysteries, is
considered also as one of the pioneers of the spy story.
Introducing a Glock-carrying soccer mom in the series debut that’s “everything a great thriller should be—action packed, authentic, and intense” (Lee Child). A loving mom and wife, dutiful daughter,
consummate professional, and kick-ass federal agent, Lucy Guardino is living the perfect life in Pittsburgh as a Supervisory Special Agent running the FBI’s Sexual Assault Felony Enforcement squad. Until
the day she comes up against a predator more vicious and cunning than any she’s ever tackled before, one who forces Lucy to choose between the life of the young victim she is fighting to save and her own
daughter’s . . . and Lucy’s dream life is shattered. Praise for CJ Lyons’ thrillers “A pulse-pounding adrenalin rush!” —Lisa Gardner, #1 New York Times–bestselling author “A high stakes adventure with dire
consequences.” —Steve Berry, New York Times–bestselling author “Pulse-pounding suspense and hair-raising chills.” —Susan Wiggs, #1 New York Times–bestselling author “A compelling new voice in
thriller writing . . . I love how the characters come alive on every page.” —Jeffery Deaver, New York Times–bestselling author
The search for a missing baby unmasks a sadistic killer . . . “A compelling new voice in thriller writing.” —Jeffery Deaver, New York Times–bestselling author of The Never Game Lucy Guardino has fought and
defeated evil before—but nothing like the case Dr. Cassandra Hart brings to the Beacon Falls team: a missing infant, his mother dead. Alina was only nineteen, full of hope—despite being raped, left for dead,
and finding herself pregnant with the rapist’s child. Then Alina kills herself. The world thinks she also killed her newborn baby. No one will investigate further, not without forensic evidence. No one believes
there is a link between Alina’s case and the brutal murders of other women. No one except Dr. Cassandra Hart and former FBI Special Agent Lucy Guardino. Two women, both fiercely passionate about
justice for the victims they serve. And both just as determined to defeat the evil stalking the streets of Pittsburgh, even if it means risking everything. But when justice fails them, where will they draw the line?
Is there ever a time when taking the law into their own hands is the lesser evil? Praise for CJ Lyons’ Thrillers with Heart: “A high stakes adventure with dire consequences.” —Steve Berry, New York
Times–bestselling author of The Kaiser’s Web “Everything a great thriller should be—action packed, authentic, and intense.” — Lee Child, #1 New York Times–bestselling author of the Jack Reacher novels
“Highly engaging characters, heart-stopping scenes . . . one great rollercoaster ride.” —Bookreporter “Hypnotic.” —National Examiner
The war against terror is played by a different set of rules for the men and women of the elite unit known as Stony Man. On the record, they don't exist, and plausible deniability is the first mandate if a mission
goes sour. Off the books, the cyberteams and field commandos understand the risk…and accept America's dirtiest missions without hesitation. Intelligence has picked up chatter of the launch of an imminent
strike of unknown origin and scope against the U.S. Code-named Bellicose Dawn, it involves Mexican drug runners, jihadists and international funding. Stony Man must navigate an unknown strike point,
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fragmented information and a brewing political firestorm. But soon it's enough to unleash the ultimate nightmare—men down, missing, maybe dead, and things going so bad so fast that the day every Stony
Man member prayed would never happen may have arrived.
Terrorist hunters face danger—and forbidden desire—in this romantic suspense thriller by the New York Times–bestselling author of Lost in Shadows. The Special Threats Response Team hunts terrorists out
of the reach of conventional law enforcement. Their leader, Rose Prospero has already faced her own worst fear: five years ago she was captured and tortured when the CIA abandoned her behind enemy
lines. Since then, she’s focused her energies on protecting her Team and her country from monsters like the man who captured her. The Team and the job come first, last, always for Rose, leaving no room
for love. Former Delta, Billy “Edge” Price is Rose’s second-in-command and her best friend. Suave, skilled, and a smooth operator, Billy loves his job—and his boss. He can’t have both, so he’s settled for
using his position to stay close to Rose. As they face enemies from without and within, on the run from anyone who could help them, Rose and Billy learn each other’s deepest secrets, face their greatest
fears, and sacrifice everything for Team, Country . . . and Love. Praise for New York Times–bestselling author CJ Lyons “Everything a great thriller should be—action packed, authentic, and intense.” —Lee
Child, #1 New York Times–bestselling author “CJ Lyons scores a major triumph...Totally absorbing and impossible to put down.” —Douglas Preston, New York Times–bestselling author “A heroine you’ll
never forget and a story that whips by at bullet speed. It’s easy to see why CJ Lyons is a perennial on the bestseller lists.” —Tess Gerritsen, New York Times–bestselling author “A high stakes adventure with
dire consequences.” —Steve Berry, New York Times–bestselling author
"The Video Games Guide is the world's most comprehensive reference book on computer and video games. Each game entry includes the year of release, the hardware it was released on, the name of the
developer/publisher, a one to five star quality rating, and a descriptive review of the game itself"--Provided by publisher.
Provides synopses for over 1,500 titles of current popular fiction and recommends other books by such criteria as authors, characters portrayed, time period, geographical setting, or genre
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A reprint of the June 1931 issue of the classic pulp magazine, GHOST STORIES, which features contributions from Conrad Richter (best known as the author of THE LIGHT IN THE FOREST) and a story by
E. and H. Heron (pen name for Mrs. Kenneth and Mr. Hesketh Prichard) featuring their psychic detective, Flaxman Low.
The daughter of a serial killer starts a new life—but is soon drawn into darkness again—in an edgy thriller by the New York Times–bestselling author . . . After surviving her serial killer father, Morgan Ames has
her first chance at a life without killing. Until temptation crosses her path as she’s working at an anonymous call center and realizes someone there is playing vigilante . . . and getting away with murder.
Morgan’s fascinated, unable to look away as the killer grows bolder. Only Morgan sees the pattern, only Morgan has any idea the vigilante exists, and they’re never going to stop killing—unless Morgan stops
them. But should Morgan accept that sometimes the only way to get justice is outside of the law? Should she join forces with the vigilante and return to her old life of murder and mayhem? Or risk her new life
trying to stop them? First featured in the Lucy Guardino FBI thrillers, Morgan Ames returns and takes the lead role in these gripping, inventive novels from award-winning and USA Today-bestselling author CJ
Lyons. Praise for CJ Lyons’ Thrillers: “A high stakes adventure with dire consequences.” —Steve Berry, New York Times–bestselling author of The Kaiser’s Web “Everything a great thriller should be—action
packed, authentic, and intense.” — Lee Child, #1 New York Times–bestselling author of the Jack Reacher novels “Highly engaging characters, heart-stopping scenes . . . one great rollercoaster ride.”
—Bookreporter “A compelling new voice . . . I love how the characters come alive on every page.” —Jeffery Deaver, New York Times–bestselling author of The Never Game
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